BILINGUAL CHILDREN’S BOOKS | DUAL LANGUAGE BOOKS
SPANISH-ENGLISH BILINGUAL BOOK SUGGESTIONS – By Level of Difficulty
* All Books Available at Language Lizard, LLC (http://www.LanguageLizard.com)

Board Books, Lift-the-Flap Books, Pop-up Books:
Dear Zoo
Head, Shoulders, Knees and Toes
Row, Row, Row Your Boat
The Wheels on the Bus

Simple Stories – Approx 1 sentence per page
Brrmm! Let’s Go!
Yum! Let’s Eat!
Walking through the Jungle**
Goal! Let’s Play!
My Daddy is a Giant**
What Shall We Do With The Boo Hoo Baby**

Easy stories – 1-3 sentences per page, simple themes (ages 2/3+)
Little Red Hen and the Grains of Wheat**
Floppy
Giant Turnip*
Lima’s Red Hot Chilli*
Buri and the Marrow*
Tom and Sofia Start School
Listen, Listen
Don’t Cry Sly*
The Swirling Hijaab*
Augustus and His Smile
The Wibbly Wobbly Tooth*
Farmer Duck**
Augustus and his Smile
Handa’s Surprise

Easy-Mid Level stories – 2-4 sentences per page (ages 3+)
Goose Fables
Goldilocks & the Three Bears*
Grandma’s Saturday Soup
Nita Goes to Hospital
Lion Fables
Yeh-Hsien (A Chinese Cinderella)
Alice and Marek’s Christmas
Li’s Chinese New Year
Not Again, Red Riding Hood
The Three Billy Goats Gruff*
Welcome to the World, Baby
Sahir Goes to the Dentist
The Elves and the Shoemaker
I Took the Moon for a Walk
Keeping Up With Cheetah

Mid Level Stories – 2-4 sentences per page, higher age themes (ages 5+)
Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves
The Crow King
Journey Through Islamic Art
The Pied Piper*
Hansel and Gretel
Jill and the Beanstock
Fox Fables (includes teacher activities)

Mid-High Level Stories – More text, higher age themes (ages 7+)
Isis and Osiris: An Egyptian Myth
Ellie’s Secret Diary (helps children deal with issues of bullying)
Pandora’s Box: A Greek Myth*

Reference
My Bilingual Talking Dictionary & CDROM (Colorful picture dictionary arranged thematically)

SPANISH 5-PACK: 5 of our most popular Spanish-English titles

*Indicates that a single-story audio CD with English, Spanish and & up to 10 other languages is available.
**Indicates that this story is included in the Spanish 5-Pack.